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Abstract

This paper studies a strategic input market entry by an independent downstream firm with a succes-

sive oligopoly model. When an independent downstream firm enters into the input market, it decides be-

tween internal supplier��integration�and outside supplier��independent subsidiary�. Independent

subsidiary entry does not have any influence on the input and output markets. However, the input mar-

ket entry strategy depends on the number of downstream firms. If the number of downstream firms ex-

ceeds the threshold level, the independent downstream firm moves towards having an outside supplier.

However, if the number of downstream firms is sufficiently small, it chooses inside supplier.
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� Introduction

Many downstream industries purchase inputs from upstream industries which are also organized oli-

gopolistically. Vertical integrations raise antitrust concerns for two set of reasons, exclusive effects and

collusive effects. However, recent developments have adopted conventional oligopoly models to explore

the incentives to merge and the consequences of mergers.� Vertical integration of successive monopo-

lists with fixed coefficient technology has been well known to provide merging monopolists with greater

profits and their consumers with lower prices. The transaction cost theory is, in particular, a theory of

vertical integration.� When repeated transactions involve the investment of relation-specific assets by

sellers and buyers, what was initially the selection of one among many potential suppliers is transformed

into a bilateral monopolistic situation. Given the expectation of opportunistic behavior by the supplier,

there is an incentive for the buyer to integrate the seller into the firm.�

Salinger������illustrates three effects of vertical mergers in quantity settings of a successive oli-

gopoly. One is that the merging firm increases its output based on cost saving. The second is that the
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separated firm decreases its intermediate goods demand. Market structure plays an important role in

equilibrium. Under some conditions, the effects on resource allocation of a merger can be negative.

McBride������shows evidence that vertical mergers in the cement and concrete industry drops cement

prices as well as concrete prices.

Lee & Han������showed an input market entry game by vertically integrated firms, whereas this

paper analyzes an input market entry game by an independent downstream firm. They showed that the

number of downstream firms plays an important role in equilibrium. If the number of downstream firms

is less than a threshold level, integrated firms choose direct entry, whereas, if the number of downstream

firms exceeds the threshold level, integrated firms spin off their input divisions.

Lin������showed that a vertically integrated firm can make a spin-off of its input division. It

confers a strategic advantage on the spin-off unit. In particular, a spin-off enables the input division to

credibly expand upstream by freeing it from having to worry about its parent business.

The key result of this model is that the input market entry strategy depends on the number of down-

stream firms. If the number of downstream firms exceeds the threshold level, the independent down-

stream firm will have an outside supplier. However, if the number of downstream firms is sufficiently

small, it chooses an inside supplier. This paper is organized as follows: in the next section we set up the

model. In section�, we examine two entry strategies: independent subsidiary versus internal supplier.

Section�contains the conclusion.

� The model

We follow Salinger’s model������. There are initially two independent suppliers indexed by ��
and ��, and � independent downstream firms indexed by ��, ��, ..., and ��, �����

All downstream firms purchase a key input from the upstream suppliers and then transform it into a

final product. Technologically, one unit of final product requires one unit of input. The marginal cost of

producing the input is c for all suppliers. For simplicity, both the marginal cost for the input and the cost

Figure�. Vertically Related Market
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of transforming the input into the final product are normalized to zero. Throughout this paper, we as-

sume that both input and final product are homogeneous. The inverse demand function for the final

product is given by:

������� ���

where � is the price of the final product, and QD�q����qi���qn is the total output of the final

product, and � is a positive parameter.

In the next section, we will study a strategic input market entry game by an independent down-

stream firm.� The timing of the game is as follows;

��An active downstream firm chooses the input market entry: independent subsidiary versus integra-

tion.

��Each upstream supplier produces a homogeneous input and competes in Cournot fashion with the

derived demand.

��Each downstream firm produces a homogeneous final product and makes its decision about output

simultaneously a la Cournot.

� Analysis

��� Independent Subsidiary

In stage three, given the input price w determined in upstream market, downstream firms compete

in Cournot fashion. Thus, downstream firm i’s maximization problem is

maxqi πi��p�w�qi��a�QD�w�qi� ���

We now focus on a symmetric case. Cournot equilibrium output for the final product is given as follows:

qi�a�wn��	 i��	���	n� ���

The derived demand for input is:

QU�Q��Q��q����qn�n�a�w��n����

where �� and ��, j��	�, respectively, denote the total input quantity and supplier j’s input quantity.

Thus, the derived demand curve is:

w�a��n���n QU� ���

In stage two, upstream supplier j’s maximization problem is�:

maxQj yj�wQj���a��n���n QU
	

Qj j��	�����

� See Lee and Han������and Lin������for an input market entry game.
� Note that the marginal cost for input is zero.
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From the FOC, we have:

Qj� an
��n���� j��������

Lemma�. Given Eq.���, the equilibrium is characterized as follows.

���Each upstream supplier decides the input quantity QS�
j � an
��n����

���Each downstream sets the final product quantity. qS
�

i � �a
��n����

���Firm i’s and Supplier j’s payoffs are respectively;

πS�i � �a�
��n�����and yS

�

j � a�n
��n����

where the superscript S denotes independent subsidiary entry by a downstream firm.

��� Integration

Next, we examine vertical integration by an active downstream firm. Figure�shows the case in

which a downstream firm integrates with an upstream supplier and enters into the input market.

Given the input price �, vertically integrated downstream firm�’s maximization problem is:

maxq� π���q���a	QD�q��� �����

On the other hand, vertically separated firm i’s maximization problem is also given by

a��n��n���
��n����πS�i �yS

�

j

a�n
��n���yS

�

j

�a�
��n����πS�i

an
��n���QS�

j

a
�wS�

�a
��n���qS

�

i

a�n���
��n���pS

�

Equilibrium

Table�. Subsidiary Equilibrium

� Note that the marginal cost for a vertically integrated downstream firm is zero.
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maxqi πi��p�w�qi��a�QD�w�qi� i�������n� �����

From the FOC, we have

�π�
�q��a�q��QD��� �����

�π�
�q��a�qi�QD�w�� i�������n� �����

Eq.�����and Eq.�����are a set of � simultaneous equations, which can be solved for equilib-

rium final product output as functions of the input price �.

q�� �
n	�
a	�n���w� �����

qi� �
n	�
a��w�� i�������n� �����

Substituting Eq.�����and�����into Eq.���,�����, and�����gives us the price for final

product and each downstream producer’s profit.

p� �
n	��a	�n	��w� ������

π��
a	�n���w�
�

�n	��� ������

πi�
a��w�
�

�n	��� ������

The derived demand for input is�:

QU�Q��q�	�	qn��n����a��w��n	��

Figure�. Vertically Related Market with Integration

� See Lin������about direct entry. He showed why direct entry into the input market by a vertically integrated firm will

not occur. Consult Lee and Han������about direct entry into the input market.
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where �� and ��, respectively, denote the total input quantity and supplier�’s input quantity.� There-

fore, aggregating and rearranging Eq.�����gives an inverse demand curve for the input:��

w���
�
�a��n����n���Q�

�
	� ����

The separated supplier�’s maximization problem is��:

maxQ� y��wQ����


�a��n����n���Q�

�
Q�� ����

From the FOC, we have:

�y�
�Q��

a
��
�n���
�n���Q���� ����

The equilibrium input quantity for the supplier is:

Q���n���a��n���� ����

Lemma�. Given Eq.���, the equilibrium is characterized as follows.

���Supplier�decides the input quantity QI	
���n���a��n����

���Firm�’s and firm i’s output is respectively;

qI	��
�n���a
��n��� and qI	i � a

��n����

���Firm�’s and Supplier�’s payoffs are respectively:

π I	i �a
��n����
���n���� and yI	j �a

��n���
��n���

where the superscript I denotes the case in which firm�integrates an upstream supplier.

Proposition�. Given Eq.���, an active downstream firm decides

���if n
�, the active downstream firm has the outside supplier.

���if n���, it will choose the internal supplier.

Proposition�implies that the number of downstream firms plays an important role in the input mar-

ket entry strategy. In other words, an outside supplier will be chosen when the downstream market is

large and an internal supplier will be used when downstream market is small. The intuition is as follows.

The active downstream firm is inclined to earn more profit in a less competitive market. Therefore, if

downstream market competition becomes worse, the active firm chooses the outside supplier in order to

earn more profit in the input market. On the other hand, if the downstream market is less competitive,

the firm procures the input through the internal supplier.

� In this case, supplier�has a monopoly power in the input market.
�� We assume that the vertically integrated firm purchases the input from its input division. Thus, the total output for the in-

put market is equal to the total output produced by the separated downstream firms.
�� See Lin������for direct entry. He showed that direct entry by an integrated firm into the input market never occurs in

the double Cournot model with the linear demand curve and one integrated firm. Thus, we follow his assumption.
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� Conclusion

This paper examined a strategic game about input market entry by an independent downstream firm

with a successive oligopoly model. We showed that the number of downstream firms plays an important

role in the entry game. If the number of downstream firms exceeds the threshold level, the independent

downstream firm will have an outside supplier. However, if the number of downstream firms is suffi-

ciently small, it tends to choose an inside supplier.

Interesting Issues not discussed in this paper are as follows. Efficiency may be linked not to vertical

integration itself but to firm size in a downstream market. The other is analyzing the relationship be-

tween efficiency and integration in a successive oligopolistic market. Will more efficient firms tend to

be vertically integrated or not?
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